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Abstract 

Germany is considered by many as the leading economy in the European Union 

(EU), the economy that not only presents a relatively large growth rate, but also 

serves as a leading figure for the European countries. The positive intertemporal 

trade balance it has, is yet another interesting element for economic research ; it 

is the main proof as for the status Germany has among the countries of EU, but 

also the major case in favour of those theories posing Germany as the developed 

metropolis over an under-developed European-South periphery. The present 

work focuses on the structural change presented in the production of the German 

economy from its unification at 1989/1990 until the present crisis in the EU as a 

form of understanding the trade relationships Germany has established and how 

have they changed through the years. The study of those structural changes will 

be based on the temporal evolution of the technical coefficients of the German 

economy, taken from input-output tables from 1990. The same research will also 

be conducted for France, since it can be considered the second leading 

European economy, and consequently it will appear as a sufficient comparison 

to Germany. The study will be accompanied by a presentation of the historical 

and geopolitical status of Germany. 
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Introduction: Germany in Space and Time 

The Origins of Convergence 

Since World War II has finished, the war scenery in the western part of the Elder 

Continent, being the Liberal and Capitalist Europe, supported the creation of Pan-

European institutions. This intention was denatured into a political goal by               
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W. Churchill, when, in 1964 in the University of Zurich
1
, he proposed the creation of 

thОΝ―UnitОНΝStКtОsΝoПΝźuropО‖,ΝthКtΝаoulНΝЛОΝgovОrnОНΝЛвΝthОΝprinМiplОsΝoПΝМommonΝ
security, peace and freedom. 

Despite these, idealism was not the only factor combining the European states into 

this new form of political organization. The desire to preserve freedom, ensuring the 

social and economic development of the western part of the Continent
 
was the driving 

force of this attempt (Heywood, 2007). The long-lived and constantly revived French-

German conflict that troubled the European states system ever since the Prussian 

wars
2
 of 1871, should now become part of history. Let us not forget that French-

German (and not only) imperialist struggles led to the First World War. Following 

thisΝ poliМвΝ oПΝ intОgrКtingΝ ύОrmКnвΝ intoΝ КΝ unitОНΝ źuropО,Ν thОΝ ―ύОrmКnΝ proЛlОm‖Ν
would be solved once and for all. Furthermore the vital necessity of reconstructing the 

destroyed-from-the-war Germany, through a united economic space based on free 

trade principles, had become apparent. The economic protectionism of the mid-wars 

was considered to be the source of many evils. Eventually, France and Western 

Germany were the main protagonists in this new European road. 

Beyond these clutch internal factors, external factors were also of great importance 

for this new attempt. By all powers they had, the U.S.A. were seeking the creation of 

an economically prosperous, politically and militarily homogeneous Western Europe, 

to use it both as a market for their exports and as a counterweight for the Soviet 

expansionism; Western Germany was from the start destined to be the outpost in this 

new bipolar world order (Heywood, 2007). Consequently, and in spite of the 

federalist ideologists, the European plan was concentrated on the economic part
3
. In 

1952, following the initiative of the French Minister for Foreign, R. Schuman, the 

European Coal and Steel Community was formed with the participations of Belgium, 

France, Italy, Luxemburg, Netherlands and –of course– Western Germany. The 

attempt was considered successful and was followed in 1957 by the Treaty of Rome, 

by which the European Economic Community was officially born. In 1962, the EEC 

and the ECSC were merged into the European Community, with the latter expanding 

in 1ιηγΝаithΝthОΝКММОssionΝoПΝthОΝUnitОНΝƀingНom,ΝžrОlКnНΝКnНΝϊОnmКrkέΝThОΝ―thirНΝ
аКvОΝ oПΝ НОmoМrКtiгКtion‖,Ν КsΝ SКmuОlΝ ƅέΝ ώuntington named it, allowed Greece in 

1981, and Spain and Portugal in 1986 to enter the EC. In the way, in 1978-1979, a 

great step was made by the adoption of the European Monetary Unit. 

Social Market Economy 

The Social Market Economy or Social Capitalism is a specific form of capitalism that 

was mostly developed in the largest part of the Western and Central Europe 

(Kennedy, 1987); its homeland is considered to be Germany, but variations of it are 

found in many European countries. One could claim it to be the landmark economic 

system of Western and Central Europe. 

                                                 
1
  Sir Winston Churchill speaking in Zurich I9th September 1946 

2
  That led to the formation of the German state. 

3
  This neo-functionalist approach theorized that the benefits of the economic partnership would be 

―НiППusОН‖Ν–the so-called spill-over-effect–and will eventually lead to economic integration.  

https://www.churchillcentral.com/timeline/stories/the-tragedy-of-europe
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This form of economic organization was influenced by the realist ideas of political 

economist like F. List (1789-1846), more than the usual principles of free market as 

they were expressed by the classical thinkers. List was a defender of economic power 

of politics and political power; he believed in state intervention intended to protect the 

domestic Infant industry from foreign competition
 (Heywood, 2007)

. The central motive of 

this model is the free market, mixed with elements of solidarity and social coherence.  

Especially in Germany this system is based on the interconnection of the industrial 

and the finance capital, that takes the form of a close relationship between business 

groups and banks that are usually shareholders of the former. It is essentially one of 

the pillars that oriented the post-war German economy towards long-term investment 

and against short-term profits. This was made possible because the Bretton Woods 

system and the GATT gave the ability to all developed countries to chart their own 

form of capitalism. Furthermore, the organization of the corporations in Germany was 

based on social partnership. The trade unions are represented by the factory councils 

and they participate to annual negotiations for the level of wages, concerning all the 

industries. At the same time high-level public services and wide and state-financed 

welfare amenities have ensured a decent standard of living for the workers, the low 

and middle social classes 
 
(Heywood, 2007)έΝžnΝthisΝаКв,ΝКΝmoНОlΝoПΝКΝ―pКrtiМipКtingΝ

МКpitКlism‖ΝаКsΝМrОКtОН,Ν thКtΝ tКkОsΝ intoΝКММountΝ thОΝ intОrОstsΝoПΝ thОΝаorkОrs and the 

whole society (Hutton, 1995). After the war, the idea of a social market was promoted 

by economists like A.M. Armack; the free market seemed to be not a goal in itself, 

but a means to achieve further social goals.  

In this direction, the influence of Socialdemocracy was rather important, trying to 

achieve a mutual understanding and compliance between the several social classes 

and groups. On the one hand, capitalism was considered to be the only credible 

system of production, but the wealth derived from it should be shared according to the 

principles of social justice. In its conference at Bad Godesberg in 1959, the SPD 

КНoptОНΝ thОΝ slogКnΝ ―КsΝ muМhΝ oПΝ mКrkОtΝ КsΝ possiЛlО,Ν КsΝ muМhΝ oПΝ plКnningΝ КsΝ
necessary‖έΝ όolloаingΝ thО teachings of Keynesianism and integrating the state 

intervention in its policies, the German Social democracy moved towards a fair 

distribution of incomes, full employment, regular capital reproduction and planning 

the economic development. But the Social democrats were not the only ones who 

adopted this strategy; the Christian democrats КlsoΝ ПolloаОНΝ thОΝ―SosiКl Democratic 

ωompliКnМО‖,ΝНОspitОΝthОirΝinitiКlΝoЛjОМtionsέΝАithΝƁέΝźrhКrНΝЛОingΝthОΝmКinΝОбКmplО,Ν
the CDU also embraced the social market economy. Eventually, the strategy of the 

social market economy has turned into the prime state policy with the compliance of 

both leading parties –the SPD and the CDU– despite core differences.   

The advantages of the Social Market Economy were shown in the economic 

miracle that transformed the destroyed Western Germany into the first European 

ОМonomiМΝpoаОrΝОvОrΝsinМОΝthОΝ1ιζί‘sέΝThОΝhighΝКnНΝstКЛlОΝlОvОlsΝoПΝМКpitКlΝПormКtionΝ
combined with the high levels of educations, focusing on professional and technical 

skills, allowed Germany to reach the highest levels of productivity in Europe. The 

sufficiently high levels of effective demand have fortified the system against 

underconsumption crises. Among the disadvantages, we can account the inflexibility 
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occurring from thОΝ stКtutorвΝ ―triКngulКr‖Ν nОgotiКtionsΝ ЛОtаООnΝ ОmploвОrsΝ КnНΝ
employees, under the supervision of the state, and the necessity of higher taxation for 

the maintenance of the welfare state (Heywood, 2007). These two elements are 

contributing to a possible downturn of competitiveness of the country and the 

weakening of its productive structure –unless there is sufficient counterbalance. 

Germany: From Ashes to Rebirth  

Europe rose destroyed out of the ashes of the Second World War. The damages it 

suffered on both its infrastructure and human lives were incomparably greater than 

those of the First World War. The destruction of the main productive structure of 

Germany reached the value of 20%
 
(Heywood, 2007). However, the Bretton Woods 

system and the institutions formed around it, created extremely fruitful conditions for 

the German post-war economic miracle; the adoption of social market economy was 

the other main contributor. As a result, during the period 1950-1962 the growth of the 

national income reaches an annual percentage of 7,3% in Western Germany. One of 

the first challenges the German economy faced was the rising inflation, that was 

confronted by state intervention at 1948. Due to its very important geopolitical 

position, Germany absorbed a great part of the 24 billion dollars that arrived at 

Europe as a direct help, as well as a part of the U.S. Marshall Plan (Berstein and 

Milza, 1997).  

όolloаingΝ thОΝ ―МontКinmОnt‖Ν НogmК,Ν КsΝ аОllΝ КsΝ thОΝ ―opОning‖Ν oПΝ thОΝ ύОrmКnΝ
market under the leadership of the U.S.A., the huge post-war debt of Germany was 

erased in the Conference of London in 1953. Relieved from these obligations, and 

having a high level of social assent, a strong current and a compact banking system, 

Western Germany managed to escape the economic disaster. Another important fact is 

the complete lack of colonies and subsequently of colonial obligations –which were 

proved crucial for other large developed economies, like France or Great Britain, at 

that time. From 1949 to 1958, the GNP of Western Germany was tripled, its reserves 

reached 6 billion dollars, while the full employment after the EEC was formed, was 

considered ensured since the unemployed did not exceed the 3% of the economically 

active population. By 1960, the Federal Republic of Germany had the 10% of global 

exports
 
(Berstein and Milza, 1997)έΝρsΝКΝrОsultΝoПΝthОΝ―SoМiКlНОmoМrКtiМΝρssОnt‖,ΝthОΝ

German governments, as most of the European governments, expanded the institution 

of the welfare state. This is the most important innovation of the post-war world; the 

state is responsible for stabilizing the economy, securing sufficient growth rates, 

safeguarding the trade balance and fighting unemployment and inflation. Besides the 

social amenities and the high public expenditure for investment and consumption, the 

public debt remained in low levels. Besides the material wealth of society and the 

raised expectations, the social unrest of 1968 doubted the social structure; the 

upraised students drift along them great parts of the working class, and the uprisings 

shock both France and afterwards Western Germany. Especially in Western Germany, 

from 1966, we have numerous autonomous groups that eventually constitute the 

―źбtrК-ƅКrliКmОntКrвΝƄpposition‖ΝΥρƅƄΦ (Hobsbawm, 2010)
. 
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Since 1966 the external policy of the Federal Republic of Germany is 

differentiated from the typical European one. The government of Bonn abandons the 

―ώКllstОinΝϊoМtrinО‖ΝКnНΝМhКnМОllorΝƁuНаigΝźrhКrНΝproposОsΝКΝnon-attack pact. While 

it was not successful at first, three years later both sides –the U.S.A and the E.U. on 

the one hand, and the U.S.S.R and Eastern Germany on the other– agree to an 

approximation. However, the crucial role for this approximation is played by the 

Eastern Policy (Ostpolitik) by the Social democrat chancellor Willy Brandt. In August 

of 1970, and despite the objections of the German Christian democrats, he signs a pact 

with the Soviet Union, and in December of the same year with Poland. The next year, 

thОΝtаoΝύОrmКniОsΝsignΝКΝ―ПunНКmОntКlΝtrОКtв‖ΝаithΝаhiМhΝthОвΝrОcognize each other 

as equal states with sovereign rights. They also agree to solve all of their problems by 

use of peaceful means, to respect their borders and their territorial integrity
 (Berstein and 

Milza, 1997)
. In 1972, the Federal Republic of Germany, signed another pact, this time 

with Czechoslovakia.   

This policy was necessary in order for Western Germany to overcome the status of 

―politiМКlΝ НаКrП‖έΝ žtΝ mКnКgОНΝ toΝ НisОngКgОΝ itsОlПΝ ПromΝ thОΝ МonПliМtsΝ КtΝ thОΝ ОКstОrnΝ
borders and to delight in a political and economic prosperity. The conditions were 

very beneficial to the German economy allowing new profitable activities like trade 

(Berstein and Miliza, 1997). Several conservative political powers attacked Brandt for 

compliance, but history justified him КПtОrΝthОΝ―rОuniПiМКtionΝoПΝύОrmКniОs‖έ 
The Bretton Woods system collapsed in 1971 and the oil crisis burst out in 1973; 

serious troubles stroke the world economy. Although Western Germany was also hit 

from these shocks, it managed to hold its unemployment and inflation in the bearable 

levels of 3,6% and 5% respectively. It was then that the phenomenon of stagflation 

appeared in Western Europe and became the excuse for the monetarist counterattack. 

Western Germany also applied monetarist policies of fiscal and currency austerity 

under the leadership of Helmut Schmidt and Helmut Kohl during the period 1976-

1981 (Hobsbawm, 2010).  

In 1975 the international stage was unstable with the Soviet Union establishing the 

SS-20 missiles at Eastern Europe; the United States tried to respond with an anti-

missile zone of Persing-2 missiles. Western Germany, due to its position, was located 

at the heart of these events and was shocked from the inside by a strong pro-peace 

movement. At the same period, it faced internal terrorist attacks as another impact of 

the generalized political situation. Eventually, the international tension was relieved 

when M. Gorbachev took over the leadership of the U.S.S.R in 1985. Yet the 

economic instability of the Soviet Union led to political instability in the whole 

źКstОrnΝBloМέΝThОΝ ПirstΝ viМtimΝаКsΝ thОΝƅОoplО‘sΝRОpuЛliМΝ oПΝύОrmКnвλΝ КtΝƂКrМhΝ oПΝ
1989 the Soviet president informed the Eastern German authorities that the U.S.S.R. 

can support them no longer, nor interfere to maintain the social and political status 

quo, resulting to the fall of the Berlin Wall later that year and the electoral collapse of 

thОΝgovОrnmОntΝКtΝthОΝnОбtέΝTОМhniМКllв,ΝthОΝƅОoplО‘sΝRОpuЛliМΝoПΝύОrmКnвΝnoΝlongОrΝ
existed. In July of 1990 its economic and monetary union with the Federal Republic 

of Germany is announced and at October of the same year the two Germanies are 

back into one (Hobsbawm, 2010). 
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Data and Methodology 

If we wish to study the inter-sector relations of an economy, we can make use of the 

Input-Output Tables of this economy; the latter ones depict the flows of commodities 

or money from the one industry to the other. The main structure of the tables is based 

on the following system of equations 

=  +  

, where  is the total output of sector ,  is the portion of total output of sector  

used as input to sector , what we may call the intermediate consumptions, and  is 

the final demand for the commodity of this sector, combining the domestic use of 

these products by households, government and companies, as well as the exports. One 

of the main assumptions in order for this system to be valid is that each industry is 

producing one and only one commodity, so the number of industries is equal to the 

number of commodities. 

We define the technical coefficients as the ratio of the input from sector  over the 

total output of that sector 

 =  (1) 

The former equations can now be reformulated as 

 =  +   (2) 

Here, we can see the straight relationship between the outputs of all industries as 

combined in order to produce the output of one of them; in other words, we can see 

the contribution of each sector to the production in one of them. The technical 

coefficients are the quantities (or the amounts of money, in case of nominal terms) 

needed from all sectors so that one unit of product (or one monetary unit, in case of 

nominal terms) of this sector will be produced under the existing technology and the 

given conditions of production. In matrix form, this relationship can be also written as 

 = � +  (3) 

, where  is the total output vector,  the final demand vector and � is the matrix of 

the technical coefficients (Miller and Blair, 2009). 

It is an obvious fact though that one country can purchase commodities both from 

its domestic economy, as well as from abroad; consequently, the industries can 

purchase their intermediate consumptions both from inside and outside the country. 

So the technical coefficients we have presented here are actually the combination of 

two technical coefficients, the first obtained in respect to the domestic intermediate 

consumption, the second from the inputs imported from other countries. Again, we 

will write our equation in a new form 

 =  � + �   +  Υγ‘Φ 

, where �  is the matrix of the domestic technical coefficients and �  the matrix of 

imported technical coefficients. But, we can also express this relationship in another 

way. 
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If � is indicating the technology used for the production, that is the proportions of 

the sectors contribution to the production of these sectors, and �  the domestic inputs 

of the sectors, then we can follow Franke and Kalmbach (2005) into defining a 

domestic absorption index as the ratio of each domestic coefficient over the respective 

technical coefficient 

 =  (4) 

, where  is the domestic coefficient. This index indicates the percentage of the 

domestic commodities used as intermediate consumptions to produce other 

commodities; it can be linked to the import penetration of foreign commodities meant 

for production, since it decreases as the latter rises. The values it can take span from 

0, when = 0 and no domestic product is used, to 1, when =  and no 

imported product is used. 

Now, we can write equation (3) as follows 

 =  �  +  Υγ‘‘Φ 

, where  the matrix of the domestic absorption indices, and �  indicates a simple 

multiplication of each element of matrix � with the corresponding element of matrix 

. This can be solved in respect to the output vector as 

 =  − �  −1
=  − �  −1   (4) 

, where  − � −1 the Leontief inverse concerning the domestic inputs; this matrix is 

nothing more but a matrix of ex post multipliers for all economic activities of an 

economy (Miller and Blair, 2009). Here, the final demand can be decomposed to its 

initial elements: the domestic demand for consumption of households, , the 

domestic demand for government spending, , the demand for investment, , the 

demand for exports, , and the demand for imports, . As a result, the equation 

(4) can be written further 

 =  − �  −1
=  − �  −1 + + + −   Υδ‘Φ 

Again following Franke and Kalmbach (2005), we will take the temporal 

НiППОrОnМОsΝoПΝ ОquКtionΝ Υδ‘Φ,Ν КnНΝаОΝаillΝ КttОmptΝ toΝ КМquirОΝ КΝНОМompositionΝoПΝ thОΝ
growth rate –of the total economy, or a specific economic sector– to its main 

components. The relationship we will reach will have eight terms, one for the 

differences in technology, as measured by the matrix �, one for the differences in 

domestic absorption, as measured by the matrix , one for each component of final 

demand, plus a residual term, that will show us the differences between our computed 

growth rate and the actual one.  

Concerning the complete economy of one country, the growth rate is decomposed 

as follows 
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�
= −�  −1 ��   

+
 −�  −1 � �   

+
 −�  −1�

+
 −�  −1�

+ −�  −1�
+

 −�  −1� −  −�  −1�
+             (5.a) 

 

, where  a summation (row) vector,   the residual vector, and the subscript  

indicates the initial year of the differences process. Concerning a specific economic 

sector –e.g. the sector – the growth rate is decomposed as follows 

 �
= −�  −1 ��   

+
 −�  −1 � �   

+
 −�  −1�

+
 −�  −1�

+ −�  −1�
+

 −�  −1� −  −�  −1�
+            (5.b) 

 

, where  a unit (row) vector corresponding to the specific sector. It is notable that 

each of the first seven terms includes the domestic Leontief inverse multiplied with 

the temporal difference of one and only of our components of growth. This is the 

result of the differences process, but it also serves so that each of the first seven terms 

contains the effect of one particular economic variable to the growth rate –e.g. the 

first term contains the effect of technological change to the growth rate, the second 

term contains the effect of domestic absorption changes to the growth rate, etc.
4
 

Using these two relationships we will study how the growth rates of the German 

economy and some of its important sectors are explained by the main economic 

variables we presented, and we will consequently see which of these variables plays 

the greatest part. Furthermore, using the technical coefficients  and the domestic 

absorption index , we will attempt to identify the changes observed in its 

productive structure, that are associated with technological changes (and are depicted 

on the technical coefficients) or with international relations (that are depicted on the 

domestic absorption index). 

The input-output tables we use are form 2000 till 2014 and are structured with 54 

industries, plus the households and the extraterritorial organizations. The tables were 

obtained from the World Input Output Database, and were to be treated as Timmer et. 

al. (2015) describe
5
. 

                                                 
4
  Equations (5.a) and (5.b) are the extended version of equation (8) in Appendix A.2 of Franke and 

Kalmbach (2005). The authors of this work do not decompose domestic demand in household 

consumption, government spending and investment, but we decided to do so for a more clarified 

work.  
5
  We wished to use data from the unification of Germany, but input-output tables were not available at 

the WIOD before 1995. From the two releases (2013 Release and 2016 Release), we decided to use 

the second, thus beginning from 2000, because the structures of the tables for the two releases were 

not compatible and the major political events took place after 2000 – including the Neue Ostpolitik, 

the Agenda 2010 and the Euro-Crisis. 
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At first we will compute the domestic and the import coefficients from the 

domestic and imported inputs; then we will obtain from them the technical 

coefficients, that will compose the technology matrix �. After that we will compute 

the domestic absorption indices for all 54 industries. Taking the final demands of each 

sector as decomposed in the tables, we can also take a look on the exports of these 

sectors as percentage of the total exports; thus we can discriminate the industries that 

were highly exporting and contributed mostly to the exports of the country. Using the 

same method for the total outputs and the total imports of each sector, we can also 

identify the industries that are highly contributing to the total output of the German 

economy, and the industries that are importing a great majority of their intermediate 

consumption. From here on, we will study the highly exporting sectors using the 

method described above, so as to take a closer look on the modern-day state of the 

German economy and procced to a deeper understanding of its huge trade surpluses. 

The industries discriminated by the procedure will also be studied in the case of 

France, as a means of comparison of the state of Germany to that of an equally 

developed and economically powerful country. The reason for choosing France is not 

difficult to understand: it is considered the second strongest country in the EU –
especially after Brexit– and the country that rivaled Germany during most of their 

history, and found on it a valuable ally the previous few decades. 

Empirical Evidence of the Study 

At first, we identify the highly exporting industries, the highly importing industries 

and the highly output-contributing industries, from their shares of the total figures. 

From the table A.1, we can easily see that the highest exporting industry –from 1995 

till 2014
6– is the Manufacture of Transport Equipment (motor vehicles, trailers and 

semi-trailers), followed by the Manufacture of Machinery and Equipment, 

Manufacture of Computer, Electronic and Optical Equipment, and Manufacture of 

Chemical Products. It is interesting to observe that these industries are also highly 

importing industries. As for the output-contributing sectors, we can see that –and it is 

not hard to guess why– two of the services industries (Renting of Machinery and 

Equipment and Real Estate Activities) are taking the first places; the Constructions 

follow for the first nine years, and only after that the Manufacture of Transport 

Equipment (motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers) and the Manufacture of 

Machinery and Equipment are observed to enter the top five seats, with Human 

Health and Social Work Activities –yet another service– taking easily the fourth and 

then the third place, and the Public Administration and Defense holding the fifth for 

many years. 

It should probably not go unnoticed that in countries like Germany, constructions, 

human health and social work, public administration and defense are sectors highly 

                                                 
6
  In this part, we make use of both releases (2013 and 2016), since the sectors we obtained from the 

first correspond to the sectors we obtained from the second ; this is feasible here, since we match one 

sector to another, not 54 to 33. 
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supported  –if not owned– by the state. Furthermore, the above are typical activities –
mostly services– for a developed country.  

The notation used here is the NACE Coding of industries; the description of 

industries is given at the table B.1, at the Appendices. 

 

Our study here will emphasize on the three highest exporting industries, notably 

the Manufacture of Transport Equipment (motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers), 

the Manufacture of Machinery and Equipment and the Manufacture of Computer, 

Electronic and Optical Equipment. These industries jointly constitute the 37% of the 

German exports at 2000, a percentage that seems to be preserved intertemporally; as a 

rОsult,Ν thОвΝ КrОΝ МlОКrlвΝ thОΝ stОКmΝ ОnginОΝ oПΝ ύОrmКnв‘sΝ źuropОКnΝ КnНΝ intОrnКtionКlΝ
economic policy.  

Using equation (5.a) we can compute the growth rate and its components for both 

the German and the French economy, on their total. The results are presented at the 

following two tables. It is important to remember that the growth rate is given by 

output and not by value added as in usual computations – the two numbers are 

expected to differ quite much. In order to realize both the clarity of our method and 

the typical value of a growth rate given by output, one can use the table B.2 in the 

Appendices, where both the computed and the actual growth rates, along with the 

residual, are presented. 

 

 

What is already interesting to note is that the contribution of technology to the 

growth of the two major European economies is relatively small; equally small is the 

contribution of domestic absorption of inputs. These alone can tell us that the huge 

growth observed in these two countries, especially Germany, is not explained by great 

technological changes. So, the question naturally arising is where do they come from. 

If we attempt to resolve this by thinking on the demand-side, we are forced to 
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discriminate between the domestic demand for final goods (for household 

consumption, government spending and investment) and the external demand for final 

goods (the net exports or the current accounts). 

Concerning the domestic demand, we can observe that both countries had quite a 

great demand for consumption from households and respectable contributions from 

government spending and investment during the first period (2000-2003). However, 

all three of them present a decline during the next periods. We can see Germany 

entering a soft austerity after 2003 –when Schröder agenda was applied– which 

slowly but effectively restricted the consumption and the government spending, 

however we do not see a counterbalancing rise in investment. On the opposite, France 

reduces significantly all three components of domestic demand for final goods only 

after the economic depression appears, thus the results are clearly seen only during the 

third period (2010-2014). 

The decline in the growth rate of France during the third period, and consequently 

the great growth rates of previous periods, seem to be explained naturally by domestic 

demand, especially by the consumption of households. However, the same cannot be 

told for Germany. The –earlier– restrictions of domestic demand has not slowed down 

the German economy; on the contrary, the growth rate it present after 2009 and during 

the Euro-crisis, becomes greater than that of France, which was greater in the 

previous periods. The explanation can only arise from the external demand. Germany 

has constantly a positive current account, but it also has relatively greater demand for 

exports than any other – especially during the second and third periods. As a result, 

we can name the exports as the main contributor to the expansion of German 

economy, and not the comparative advantage of higher technology or greater 

efficiency, as it is usually claimed. 

To make this an even clearer result, we will focus on the three highest exporting 

industries we have resulted to before (C29, C28 and C26); and to make our study even 

simpler we will focus at first on three inputs of each sector, that are found to have the 

highest technical coefficients over the years, meaning that the dependence of each of 

these three sectors to its three main inputs is rather high and very significant. For the 

C29 sector, the three inputs are taken from the C29, C24 and C25 sectors; for the C28 

sector the inputs are from the C28, C25 and C24 sectors; for the C26 sector the inputs 

are from the C26, G46 and C25 sectors. It is highly interesting that all three industries 

have products of their own as intermediate consumptions, meaning they are highly 

dependent on themselves.  

The three technical coefficients of each of the three German industries under study 

are shown on the graphs following. Each graph is depicting the temporal evolution of 

these coefficients. It is followed by a comparison of these technical coefficients of the 

very same sectors between France and Germany; here the German coefficients are 

subtracted from their French counterparts, so their differences are much more easily 

shown. 
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Figure 1: C29, Technical Coefficients, Germany 

SourceκΝWIηD,Νρuthor‟sΝcalculations 
 

 
Figure 2: C29, France and Germany Comparison 

SourceκΝWIηD,Νρuthor‟sΝcalculations 

 

As we can see from figure 1, the sector C29 (Manufacture of motor vehicles, 

trailers and semi-trailers) technical coefficients denoting inputs from the sectors C24 

and C25, remain fairly stable after 2009. However, the C29 technical coefficient, 

denoting its own inputs, is decreasing after 2009. According to figure βΝ όrКnМО‘sΝ
respective sector, uses relatively more inputs from the sectors C24 and C25, while 

Germany respective sector uses more self-inputs.  
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Figure 3: C28, Technical Coefficients, Germany 

SourceκΝWIηD,Νρuthor‟sΝcalculations 
 

 
Figure 4: C29, France and Germany Comparison 

SourceκΝWIηD,Νρuthor‟sΝcalculations 
 

Concerning sector C28 (Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c.), we can 

see that the technical coefficients, denoting inputs from the sectors C28 and C24 

rОmКinΝstКЛlОΝКПtОrΝβί11,ΝаhilОΝthОΝsОМtor‘sΝsОlП-input coefficient, remains stable from 

2009 and onwards (figure 3). As in the sector C29 case, we observe that the sector 

C28 differences between French and German technological coefficients follow the 

same pattern (figure 4). 
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Figure 5: C26, Technical Coefficients, Germany 

SourceκΝWIηD,Νρuthor‟sΝcalculations 
 

 
Figure 6: C26, France and Germany Comparison 

SourceκΝWIηD,Νρuthor‟sΝcalculations 

According to the last diagram (figure 5) the sector C26 (Manufacture of computer, 

electronic and optical products) technical coefficients, regarding inputs from the 

sectors C25 and G46, are fairly stable, while the sector self-input coefficient is 

decreasing (diagram 6). What is interesting about the differences between France‘s 

and Germany‘s technical coefficients of the sector C26, is that French technical 

coefficient increased during the 2008-2009 period (figure 6).  

Following the same technique for the domestic absorption index, we can observe 

that the import penetration of each product for each industry presents a general 

increasing tendency. The corresponding diagrams are presented in Appendix B.   

Going beyond these simplified techniques, we can attempt to use equation (5.b) 

and decompose the growth rates of the three sectors to their explaining economic 
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variables, as we did the overall growth rate of the economy 
7
. The results of our 

calculation are presented on the following table. 

 

We can observe the same computations for France in the next table, as a means of 

comparison. The same periods and the same specific sectors were computed, so that 

the comparison would be straight. 

 

We can easily see that in all three main exporting industries the technological 

change that is observed is not significant enough to explain the large growth rates of 

the German economy, or of these industries themselves. We know, from the main 

equations of the Input-Output system that a ceteris paribus improvement of the 

technology as depicted by the technical coefficients, is acting positively on the output 

causing its increase as well; in our case though the output of these sectors is expected 

to fall or to remain stable –if there is no sufficient counterbalancing force, coming 

probably from the labor inputs. As a result, we would expect the exports of Germany 

to decrease during the Euro-Crisis –at least from 2010 until 2014; yet it is a common 

knowledge that German exports have kept their rising tendency during this period, 

while their increase can be traced back at 2000, which again is not fully explained 

from the technical coefficients behavior. 

                                                 
7
  Again, this growth rate is computed by output and not by value added. 
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Figure 7: The Trade Surpluses of China, Euro-Zone and Germany, 2000-2015  

Simply looking simultaneously at the evidence for both Germany and France, it is 

easy to understand that the growth rates of Germany are to be attributed to its high 

external demands, at least for some final products. It is certainly not to be attributed to 

their high technological development or their numerous innovations, since these do 

not seem to improve the effectiveness of their main exporting industries or of the 

ovОrКllΝОМonomвέΝžtΝisΝourΝopinionΝthКtΝthОΝКnsаОrΝtoΝthisΝ―ύОrmКnΝОМonomiМΝmirКМlО‖Ν
lies most probably at the political choices Germany has made these last decades, both 

internally and externally, and to these we will focus. 

WHEN ECONOMICS IS A PηδITIωτδ τRGUεEζT… 

All Roads Lead to the East 

ρПtОrΝthОΝ―rОuniПiМКtion‖,ΝthОΝόОНОrКlΝRОpuЛliМΝoПΝύОrmКnвΝНОМiНОsΝtoΝsООkΝnОаΝvitКlΝ
economic space. Until then the priorities of Western Germany were completely within 

the European Space, and France was the one who opposed the orders of Federalism; 

as an example, the Treaty of Rome did not prohibit the countries from capital 

controls. Western Germany had pursued more freedom of capital mobility within the 

Community, against the will of the Fifth French Republic.  

Since 1991 the Federal Republic of Germany determines its geopolitical horizons 

from scratch. It turns towards the East and inaugurates a New Eastern Policy (Neue 

Ostpolitik), nothing as much as the strategy of W. Brand. The New Eastern Policy is 

an aggressive economic advance.  

The origins of this turn can be traced back in 1993, when the chancellor H. Kohl 

launched the Asian Concept. In fact, it is but a political agenda intended to encourage 

the German Industry and drive investments in the Asian Continent and mostly in 

China
8
. Since then, the Sino-German relationship are structured on the mutually 

beneficial (win-win) trade and it is not incidental that each German chancellor visiting 

China is accompanied by representatives of the German business elite.  

Since 2004 Germany and China are self-МhКrКМtОriгОНΝ КsΝ ЛОingΝ inΝ КΝ ―StrКtОgiМΝ
ƅКrtnОrshipΝ inΝ ύloЛКlΝ RОsponsiЛilitв‖,Ν НООpОningΝ thОirΝ НiplomКtiМΝ КnНΝ ОМonomiМΝ

                                                 
 
8
  Deutsche Welle,40 years of Sino-German relations 

http://www.dw.com/en/40-years-of-sino-german-relations/a-16299632
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relationships with further cooperation of their Central Banks and their Ministries of 

Finance
9έΝžtΝisΝmostΝМlОКrlвΝstКtОНΝЛвΝthОΝύОrmКnΝƂinistrвΝoПΝόorОignκΝ―АithΝЛilКtОrКlΝ

trade worth 169.9 billion euros, China surpassed France (167.2 billion euros) and the 

UnitОНΝ StКtОsΝ Υ1ζδέηΝ ЛillionΝ ОurosΦΝ inΝ βί1ζΝ toΝ ЛОМomОΝ ύОrmКnв‘sΝ mostΝ importКntΝ
trКНingΝ pКrtnОrέ‖10

 France is no longer the main trade partner of Germany. The 

French-German Axis is degraded by the Sine-German Alliance, at the very least in its 

economic part. Studies of the Federal Statistic Service are also stating this; according 

toΝ thОmΝ ―ύОrmКnΝ ОбportsΝ toΝ ωhinКΝ stКЛiliгОНΝ КgКinΝ inΝ βί1ζΝ КПtОrΝ ОбpОriОnМingΝ КΝ
moderate decline the previous year. According to Federal Statistical Office (Destatis) 

figures, German exports to China increased by around 6.95 percent, to 76.1 billion 

euros, compared with 2015, while German imports from China in the same period 

grОаΝЛвΝβέεΝpОrМОntΝtoΝmorОΝthКnΝιγέθΝЛillionΝОurosέ‖11έΝžt‘sΝnotΝinМiНОntКlΝthКtΝωhinКΝ
opened its first Chamber of Trade in Germany. Besides that, China is the fourth 

greater importer of German products, following France, the United States and the 

United Kingdom, and the main buyer of German vehicles, after the United States and 

the United Kingdom
12

. The European states are still the principal importers of 

German products, yet the exports to China are constantly increasing, while the 

European economies are seemingly withering
13

.  

It is a fact that the two world exporting champions remain self-complementing 

economies
 
( , 2013). China exports to Germany labor intensive products of 

mКssΝМonsumptionΝКnНΝύОrmКnвΝОбportsΝtoΝωhinКΝМКpitКlΝОquipmОnt,ΝМКrsΝКnНΝ―ПlКshвΝ
luбurв‖Ν gooНsΝ ПorΝ thОΝ ωhinОsОΝ ОlitОέΝ YОt,Ν thО ―Communist‖ Party of China has 

announced a turn towards the internal market; combined with the protectionism 

announced by President Trump, it can destroy Berlin.  

As discussed, the trade-investment in one of the axes of this New Eastern Policy, 

with the energy and the industrial being the other. Germany has chosen a long-term 

strategic alliance with Russia (an oil- and gas-selling-based country) so that it can 

provide the economy with energy sources, with the 40% of its needs being covered by 

Moscow.  

The Nord Stream submarine pipeline, that bypasses the Baltic countries and 

supplies Germany with gas directly, belongs to these very plans. Chancellor G. 

SМhröНОrΝ НОМiНОНΝ toΝ ПunНΝ thОΝ pipОlinОΝ КnНΝ thisΝ poliМвΝ аКsΝ notΝ ovОrturnОНΝ ЛвΝ hisΝ
successor. This movement was proved highly advantageous for Germany, considering 

the extremely unstable environment of nowadays Middle East after the Arabian 

Spring and the current civil war in Syria. 

 

                                                 
9
  ρusатrtigОsΝρmt-Federal Foreign Office 

10
  ρusатrtigОsΝρmt-Federal Foreign Office 

11
  ρusатrtigОsΝρmt-Federal Foreign Office 

12
  ρusатrtigОsΝρmt-Federal Foreign Office 

13
  Furthermore, the German exports of Food and Beverages in China were increased about 1,1 billion 

Euros at 2015. Consequently China remains one of the most important overboard markets of the 

German consumer goods. Concerning the investments, 5000 German companies are active in China, 

while 31% of Chinese investments in Europe are in Germany.  

http://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/EN/Aussenpolitik/Laender/Laenderinfos/01-Nodes/China_node.html
http://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/EN/Aussenpolitik/Laender/Laenderinfos/01-Nodes/China_node.html
http://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/EN/Aussenpolitik/Laender/Laenderinfos/01-Nodes/China_node.html
http://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/EN/Aussenpolitik/Laender/Laenderinfos/01-Nodes/China_node.html
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Figure 8: The Nord Stream Submarine Gas Pipeline, coming from Russia straight to 

Germany. 

Following the same policy, German Industries are allocated in the countries of the 

former Eastern Bloc, exploiting the combination of low labor cost of these countries 

and the industrial culture and technical know-how the former possessed. At the same 

moment, they use these activities of theirs in forcing the German Unions to accept the 

labor market deregulations and the German Government to adopt lower tax 

coefficients. This is another, intermediate effect of Neue Ostpolitik in the inside of 

Germany ( , 2013).  

Germany has created a powerful chanel towards the East, which it wishes to 

preserve. Not accidentally, it opposed intensely when the EU asked for tariffs on 

Chinese photovoltaics, out of fear for a systematical turn of China to frontline 

products.   

Agenda 2010 

The Origins of the German Hegemony 
At the 14

th
 oПΝ ƂКвΝ βίίγ,Ν thОΝ МhКnМОllorΝ oПΝ ύОrmКnв,Ν ύέΝ SМhröНОr,Ν prОsОntsΝ inΝ КΝ

spООМhΝoПΝhisΝКtΝthОΝύОrmКnΝƅКrliКmОnt,ΝthОΝρgОnНКΝβί1ί,ΝаithΝthОΝslogКnΝ―МourКgОΝ
ПorΝ pОКМОΝ КnНΝ МourКgОΝ ПorΝ МhКngО‖ (SМhröНОr, 2003a). According to him,Ν ―Ƅur 
Agenda 2010 programme contains far-reaching structural reforms and offers 

incentives for boosting employment, consumption and investment. It will help ensure 

that equity is maintained between the generations and help strengthen the foundation 

of our stateέ‖ (SМhröНОr, 2003a)
 
The proposed package of reforms resulted after a 

serious structural crisis, characterized by high levels of unemployment and zero 

growth ratesλΝSМhröНОrΝmКНОΝМlОКrΝ ПromΝ thОΝ stКrtΝ thКtΝ these reforms would not only 

help Germany escape this depression but also strengthen it in the international 

markets. At the same time, the German chancellery linked these reforms to the 

European Treaty of Lisbon. 

SМhröНОr‘sΝrОПormsΝКrОΝthОΝmОrОΝtriggОringΝoПΝthОΝβγεΝЛillionΝźurosΝtrКНОΝsurplusΝoПΝ
Germany for 2016. This is why we will examine here some of the crucial points of the 

Agenda 2010, mostly concerning the economy.   

Social Insurance System 

ƄnОΝ oПΝ thОΝ mКinΝ proЛlОmΝ thОΝ ύОrmКnΝ МhКnМОllОrвΝ isΝ ПКМingΝ isΝ thОΝ ―НОmogrКphiМΝ
КgОing‖ΝoПΝitsΝpopulКtionΝКnНΝthe long-term change of the employed-pensioners ratio. 
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The population pyramid confirms this
14

. As a result, a series of reforms was adopted 

in the insurance system and the health system so that their future viability would be 

ensured
15

. Private insurance programs were established and the level or provisions 

was readjusted in 2004, based on a viability coefficient that would account the 

employed-pensioners ration. Furthermore, the early retirements were limited and soon 

enough (at 2008) the retirement age was moved to 67
16

. According to the chancellery, 

thОΝ rОНuМОΝ oПΝ ОmploвОrs‘Ν КnНΝ ОmploвООs‘Ν lОviОsΝ ΥКlongΝ аithΝ thОΝ МonМomitКntΝ МutsΦΝ
made the German exports much more competitive. The reforms in the insurance and 

the deregulating reforms in the labor market drove the employment to rise, according 

to the following graph.  

 
Figure 9: The Employment-Population Ratio, 55-64 year-olds, from the 

announcement of the Agenda 2010. 

Labor Market 

ThОΝ rОПormsΝ inΝ thОΝ lКЛorΝmКrkОtΝаОrОΝoutМomОsΝoПΝ thОΝƅέΝώКntгΝОбpОrts‘ΝМommittООΝ
proposition. These new policies have extended the institution of temporary 

ОmploвmОntΝ КnНΝ ―loаΝ аКgОs‖17
. At the same time, the partial employment was 

established by law and the protection umbrella for the workers
18

. Based on the 

expectations of new employees being employed if there were sufficient demand and 

advantageous trade consequences, without the fear of having to keep them in case of 

economic worsening. Out of fiscal reasons, the unemployment allowance was 

decreased and equalized to the social aid. The period of the unemployment allowance 

payment was also decreased to 12 months from 32
19

. As a form of penalty, the 

allowance was also cut completely if the unemployed do not accept the chances they 

are given for a job. Despite the short-run weaknesses, the measures were finally 

proved to be successful.  

 

                                                 
14

  German Population Pyramid . 
15

  Social Insurance Reforms 
16

  Social Insurance Reforms 
17

  Labor Market Reforms 
18

  Labor Market Reforms. 
19

  Labor Market Reforms. 

http://gerhard-schroeder.de/en/startseite/reforms/
http://gerhard-schroeder.de/en/startseite/reforms/
http://gerhard-schroeder.de/en/startseite/reforms/
http://gerhard-schroeder.de/en/startseite/reforms/
http://gerhard-schroeder.de/en/startseite/reforms/
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Figure 10: A Comparison of the Unemployment Rates in Germany and the European 

Union, ever since the announcement of the Agenda 2010. 

Taxation 

Generally, the tax reforms included a tax decrease for all income ranks. The lowest 

tax coefficient was reduced from 25,9% to 15% and the highest was reduced from 

53% to 42%
20

. The taxes on companies were also decreased so that the German 

companies would not leave Germany; in fact, the coefficient of this tax fell form 40% 

to 25% and the local taxes fell in the case of small and medium businesses.  

 
Figure 11: The Limits of German Tax Rates before and after the Agenda 2010 was 

applied. 

Consequences 

The great competitiveness of Germany is greatly due to the policies adopted in the 

Agenda 2010. The sheer fall of labor costs, the flexibility of the labor market after the 

deregulation, the decrease of the tax coefficients has assured great profits for the 

German and enforced the competitiveness of German economy. The surplus of the 

German trade balance can be explained mostly by these reforms and by the stability of 

the real wages, while the labor productivity was increasing.  

                                                 
20

  Tax System Reforms 

http://gerhard-schroeder.de/en/startseite/reforms/
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The policies proposed by the German chancellor –and followed ever since by all 

Berlin governments, Social democratic or Christian democratic– were something 

completely new for a European economy, even beyond the monetarist counterattack at 

1ιηί‘sέΝ The German exports exploited the expansionary policies and the high levels 

of purchasing power other countries citizens had, while the high savings rate ensured 

the duration, the effectiveness and the sufficiency of the German investments. It also 

appears as if the soft euro helped Germany (something the U.S.A. have accused it 

for), and that can be another reason for the German exports increase after the great 

depression of the Euro-zone after 2010.  

 

 
Figure 12: A Comparison between the German and the French Current Accounts.  

As for the unemployment, Germany indeed presents really small percentages: 

3,9% at April 2017, instead of 9,1% in 2003. This however was only caused because 

of the much cheaper jobs and the early expansion of partial employment.    

Euro Pact Plus, Wages and Germany 

The united Europe via the EMU and EZ obtained a monetary leg. Yet, a firm fiscal 

background did not exist and the member-states had a discretion in the matter of the 

wage policy; this was settled with the Treaty of Lisbon (Article 153.5). Of course, the 

macroeconomic policy of the European Union influenced the wages, but not 

immediately.  

However, since 2010 and following the debt crisis and the deep structural Euro 

crisis, the EU is constantly trying to coordinate the fiscal part of its members. With 

the initiative of Germany and France at March 2011 in the Summit Meeting of the EU 

state leaders, the Euro Pact Plus was approved in order to secure the Euro and fortify 

the European economies from the public debt crisis
21

. The most important novelty 

that was adopted was the creation of a permanent mechanism to support the 

economies facing deficits; this is the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF), the 

processor of the European Stability Mechanism (ESM).   

In this context, the European Council at April 2011 enforced its previous decisions 

(Brussels, March 2011) and defined the EU strategy by the following directives. 

Among them it was decided that the progress of competitiveness would be evaluated 

                                                 
21

  Euro Plus Pact 

https://ec.europa.eu/epsc/publications/strategic-notes/euro-plus-pact_en
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by the progress of the wages, of the productivity and of the needs to adjust this 

competitiveness; this means that the evolution of the wages of labor (measures by the 

unit labor cost for a certain period and for each country and crucial economic sector) 

should follow the evolution of productivity. The European governments were called 

to take action concerning the social debates and the labor relations, so that the above 

decisions would be fulfilled (European Political Strategy Centre, 2015).  

 

 
Figure 13: The implied relationship of Domestic Demand and Nominal Unit Labor 

Costs for the European countries, as well as the special case of Germany. 

It is obvious from the diagram above, that Germany has certainly achieved a 

goal of competitiveness. Yet, it is also obvious that the wages in Germany do not 

follow the productivity intertemporally. Consequently, the other European economies 

are facing a rather odd wage dumping that is not at all in compliance with the 

common strategy chosen by the European Council. The European Commission itself, 

the arm of executive power of the EU and one of its main legislative instrument, via 

ƁпsгlяΝρnНor,ΝźuropОКnΝωommissionОrΝПorΝźmploвmОnt,ΝSoМiКlΝρППКirΝКnНΝžnМlusion,Ν
strongly criticized the government of Berlin; he noted that this situation is going on 

for about ten years. According to him, Germany should increase its government 

spending and give a boost to demand, lowering at the same time the high trade 

surpluses that are harming its European partners. The rising of wages is crucial (Der 

Spiegel, 2013). Similar calls were headed to Germany from France. 

Conclusions 

As we can clearly see from above, the main exporting sectors of Germany, do not 

present any serious technological changes. Thus, the question arises: why is 

ύОrmКnв‘sΝωurrОntΝρММountΝЛКlКnМОΝМonstКntlвΝpositivОοΝžsΝύОrmКnвΝonΝthОΝаinningΝ
siНОΝoПΝКΝ―rКМОΝ toΝ thОΝЛottom‖,ΝКsΝόrКnМОΝКnНΝ thОΝUnitОНΝStКtОsΝ insistОНΝЛвΝКММusingΝ
the German government of wage dumping? The other explanation could be the euro 

itself. According to economic theory if Germany had the mark as its national 

currency, with this size of Current Account surplus and without intervention in the 

currency markets, the mark should appreciate. In this context, the euro is a tool with 
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which German exporting enterprises can buy cheap intermediate goods in a globalized 

market in order to transform them at high value added goods. 
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Appendix A: Sector NACE Codes 

 
 

 

Appendix B: Actual and Computed Growth Rates 
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Appendix C: Import Penetration 
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